
DESIGNING AN ADDITIONAL STORY INTO THE RETROFIT OF A NON-DUCTILE CONCRETE BUILDING

AGGRESSIVE REDUCTION OF EXISTING WEIGHT

INTERNAL REPURPOSINGFOUNDATION SOLUTIONSNEW SHEAR WALL PIERS AND LINK BEAMS

This rigorous, code prescriptive retro� t solution enabled the addition of income 
generating space while preserving the historic character of the century-old Desmond 
Building. Renovation and retro� t represented a sustainable solution: the carbon 
footprint of preserving and reusing materials was lower than that of a demolition 
and reconstruction with new building materials. The Desmond’s structural solution 
exempli� es how other non-ductile historic properties in Los Angeles can be safely 
renovated for creative o�  ce use, even including additions – to preserve each 
neighborhood’s culture and history while adding more “Class A” spaces with 
appropriate structural resiliency. 

Architect and Structural Engineer:  Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP (SOM)

General Contractor:  Su� olk Construction

Client during Construction:  Lincoln Property Company

Current Owner and Tenant:  AEG (Anschutz Entertainment Group, Inc.)

Because of heightened public concerns about existing non-ductile concrete buildings at the time of 
commencing the project, very strict criteria were established through in-depth discussions with the LADBS 
(Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety). The sixth � oor addition would be permitted only if the retro� t 
triggers of the 2011 Los Angeles Building Code (LABC) were not exceeded when considering the new story and 
other past modi� cations. Load demand increase in any existing gravity load resisting element was limited to 
5%, and in any lateral load resisting element was limited to 10%. 

To meet strict criteria, the project team devised the following solution:

• The added sixth � oor was made as light as possible – using multiple two-way special moment frames to 
uniformly distribute and balance the seismic loading e� ects over the entire existing plan. 
A lightweight � oor system and exterior cladding were used, with un� lled metal deck forming the new roof. 

• Mechanical system equipment was distributed over the height of the building rather than being 
concentrated on the roof (as is typical).

• Cast-in-place concrete stairs were replaced with lighter and code compliant steel stairs, while existing stair 
and elevator openings were re-used.

• Existing weight that was unnecessary was removed, such as concrete pads or ramps. 

• Any changes since initial construction that negatively impacted structural response were reversed – 
including the in� ll of a second � oor opening for a removed vehicle ramp.

• An inch of architectural concrete topping was removed at two � oor levels to reduce seismic mass. 

• New architectural � nishes throughout the building were selected to minimize weight increase. 

• The actual average weights of ceilings, � oor � nishes such as carpets, and MEP system components were 
determined and used in computations that guided a close coordination between design disciplines. 

The internal structure 
supporting gravity loads – 
� oor framing, columns and 
foundations – was originally 
designed to support a live load 
of 100 psf on all � oors including 
the roof. Changing to o�  ce 
usage with a live load of 50 psf 
(reducible) allowed the addition 
of the additional � oor without 
triggering the need for retro� t 
of the gravity load supporting 
members.

Composite � ber wrap 
con� nement was provided at 
the ends of all internal gravity 
columns to meet deformation 
compatibility requirements. 

At the base of all the new piers on three sides of the building, an interconnected foundation system of grade 
beams and new footings was provided. The new foundations were detailed around the existing spread 
footings of the building. 

Due to the property line being against the north edge of the building, pile foundations were not an option, 
so a ballast wall was introduced along the entire north wall to connect and resist the signi� cant overturning 
moment in the shear walls. 

Even though the loads were controlled so that a retro� t was shown to not 
be required by code, the owner implemented a retro� t as they desired to 
assure tenants that the structure was safe and designed to resist the same 
seismic forces as a new building under current codes. 

An internal perimeter retro� t was developed to mimic the original industrial 
look in a non-intrusive manner. This layout used new concrete wall piers and 
upturned link beams enveloping the perimeter on three sides. Providing a 
modern ductile lateral system, the piers were sized to match the existing 
brick piers of the façade, and link beams stayed below the existing windows. 
Multi-lite steel windows – unobstructed by the retro� t – were refurbished. 
Along the building’s solid north wall, two single bay long shear wall piers 
were provided and linked to the diaphragms using steel collector beams. 

Exterior brick façades were restored and anchored to the new pier and link 
beam framing structure, using epoxy anchors drilled into the backside of 
the façade before the placement of new concrete. This system resulted in 
the exterior of the building maintaining the same appearance as before the 
retro� t, and the interior new members seamlessly blending into the rest of 
the exposed concrete structure. 

‘CLASS A’ CREATIVE OFFICE SPACE
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(c) Longitudinal section through the retro� tted building.(a) Lightweight sixth � oor addition: new steel framing. (b) Lightweight sixth � oor addition: new raised � oor support.

(a) Original � oor plan (typical � oor). Fortuitously, good quality original drawings were 
       made available to the design team. 

Top and above (left):
Final renovated condition that maintains the original façade appearance, with a new roof addition.

Above (right):
Original century-old condition. (b) Retro� t � oor plan (typical � oor).

(a) Construction: composite � ber wrap.(c) Construction: a ballast wall foundation was installed at the north wall.(c) Original condition: before new shear wall piers and link beams were installed. (d) Final condition: new shear wall piers and link beams, with refurbished steel windows.

(a) Detail: typical shear wall. (b) Detail: typical link beam. 

(a) Detail: footing and grade beam elevation. (b) Detail: footing and grade beam plan.

(d) Detail: ballast wall foundation. 
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Prior to the renovation and seismic retro� t of The Desmond Building, independent research had identi� ed The 
Desmond as one of Los Angeles’ many existing seismically vulnerable, non-ductile concrete buildings at risk of 
being destroyed in the next major earthquake. Mayor Eric Garcetti of Los Angeles, in December 2014, issued 
his “Resilience by Design” initiative – introducing guidelines that require all vulnerable non-ductile concrete 
buildings in LA to undergo a seismic retro� t. The Desmond exempli� es how similar historic properties in Los 
Angeles can be safely renovated, by following innovative techniques used by SOM to add an additional story 
without exceeding code retro� t triggers. 

The Desmond building was designed in 1916. Originally a car dealership and assembly plant, it then became a 
Desmond’s department store warehouse until 1986, before standing mainly empty for many years. Although 
almost a century old, existing condition surveys classi� ed the structure as in very good condition. The 
renovation maintained the historic character of the century old building while providing a seismic upgrade to 
meet current codes; preserving the original look and feel of the industrial interiors for their reuse as creative 
o�  ce space. New storefronts were added, original brick façades were restored and anchored to the new 
structure, and steel framed multi-lite windows were refurbished. 

The addition of a sixth � oor was made possible through the use of lightweight materials for the structure and 
� nishes, as well as resourcefully reducing seismic weight elsewhere in the building. As a result of the aggressive 
control of weights, the need for a seismic retro� t was not triggered per code. A complete seismic retro� t was 
nevertheless provided. 
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